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Since the start of the celebration of the 350th Anniversary of the
departure for heaven of St. Vincent and St. Louise there have
appeared literary, pictorial and musical expressions which evoke
their image. Vincentiana also joins this festive event with this
number dedicated to St. Vincent and St. Louise.

In line with the objective of the anniversary, to revive in us the
charity-mission in which they consumed their lives, Vincentiana
does not want to present in this number particular studies on the
lives of our founders, but rather on the relationship which
maintained them intimately united to God and in fruitful service of
charity-mission.

Vincentiana has knocked on the doors of a few experts on the
lives of our holy founders, asking them to pay attention to this
communion in charity which produced such well-seasoned fruits of
collaboration for the mission of making God’s love known in the
world of the poor.

Vincentiana feels the joyful obligation of thanking the authors for
their replies. From the personal perspective of the relationship
between the two saints, their passion for the poor, their passion for
making the Kingdom a reality or the balance between a daring and
creative fidelity, the authors have presented to the whole Vincentian
Family an ideal of collaboration in charity-mission which, even after
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350 years, helps us maintain alive the fidelity which inspired the
two saints.

This number of Vincentiana also includes a work on the
martyrdom of charity. It appears in the section of studies because it
is part of a work presented for a university exam. This is the
beginning of something that Vincentiana wishes to continue during
the anniversary year: How did the followers of Vincent and Louise
understand their passion for the poor, their collaboration in the
service of the Kingdom and their uncompromising fidelity? Those
who lived and died with their weapons in hand were considered by
St. Vincent as true martyrs of charity because they offered their
lives in love.

Vincentiana wants to gather together in the issues of this
anniversary year the lives of the first missionaries, the first Daughters
of Charity and the first lay people who, feeling themselves inspired by
the fires of passion which embraced the founders, knew how to offer
their lives in an uncompromising fidelity to a mission of love, which
continued the mission of Christ, sent by the Father to manifest his
love for the poor.

Translation: JOHN P. PRAGER, C.M.
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